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Rezolve’s image and audio

Mobile Recognition Technology 

exists to help consumer focused brands

give their app a whole new

instantaneous buying 

or paying experience for 

their customers.

No hassle…No development worries…

No long lead time, No cash, No plastic.

Just instant transactions anytime, anywhere.  

Why does Rezolve exist?



turns toll ways
into free ways

Our Philosophy
To help make the world an easier 

safer and more convenient place to live. 



“Our Mission”

Our mission is to help businesses unlock 

the power of their brand through 

intelligent well designed mobile 

technologies that make it easier for their 

customers to interact, buy or pay with 

instant simplicity and confidence.



Turns toll ways
into free ways

Our Values

turns broadcast
into sales cast

Keep It Simple

Create Confidence

Take Responsibility

Make It Happen

Respect Time & One Another

Be Brilliant, Act Humble



The Dynamic Shutter icon overview
Known as the icon throughout the manual

and lozenge when placed inside a branded environment 



The Dynamic Shutter is the new 
retail trigger which has been created to help 

brands take commercial advantage

The dynamic shutter in whatever form has been 

created for all brands who want to express to 

their customers that they are mobile commerce 

ready whether for instant purchase or dynamic 

information. It is therefore imperative that all 

brands use the generic icon for global consistancy

when promoting any 

“INSTANT  TRANSACTION  ICON  WITHOUT

OR WITHIN THE LOZENGE” 

The icon is a positive addition to your own brand 

and marketing portfolio. 

It will overtime, speak volumes to your customers, 

offering new and exciting time saving technologies 

that will benefit retailers and

customers globally to buy anytime,,anywhere.



The Dynamic Shutter Icon 
Overview

“Its meaning and usage”

The dynamic shutter icon is a simplified version of 

one you would see in a normal SLR camera.

It has been created to portray the ease and speed 

of using your mobile to transact through image and 

audio recognition technologies.

The logo is 100% generic and although it sits within 

the Rezolve stable it is only ever seen on its own or 

alongside a partners brand.  

We have created a Buy, Pay, Act and Give icon 

depending on the merchants needs.



These icons have been created for brands who have no need to add their own brand 

directly around the icon. In other words, the environment they would use it in would 

make it obvious who their brand is and their respective values.

OPTION ONE
SINGULAR USAGE ICON WITH NO ADDED PARTNER LOGO



The dynamic shutter icon 
usage

The icon has been created to work with our 

partners own brand as an added value 

proposition.  It belongs very much to the user of 

the technology but we ask you to abide 

by some simple guidelines so the 

“ICON OR DUAL LOZENGE”

has room to breathe, express itself and be 

noticed. Our advice would be place it on the 

image being used within your marketing and 

judge it intelligently before advancing to final 

production. Please note the size of 50mm is an example size to help get a feel of 

space around the exclusion zone marked ‘X’ which is 22mm. 

Everything now reduces or enlarges in proportion.

Not forgetting the minimum size of roundel should never be less 
than 15mm.

OPTION ONE
The exclusion zone allows for the natural graphic background of a brand. Please see the example 

given on the next page.



Roundel with correct usage of exclusion zone Roundel with incorrect usage of exclusion zone



QUICK OVERVIEW

Creates an instant sales channel on brand marketing 

like press ads, social media or ambient places otherwise 

ignored like changing rooms.

For use to help eradicate queues at supermarkets,

busy coffee houses, toll gates, petrol pumps, or pay  

domestic bills.

Makes giving to charities or sponsorships instant, 

easy and accountable. 

Gives brands an opening to communicate 

promotions or information pre or post purchase.

AUDIO ICONS DO THE SAME AS ABOVE BUT ARE SOUND ACTIVE. MAKING TV, RADIO, CINEMA OR ANY SOUND SYSTEM, SALES ACTIVE 



These icons have been created for brands who want add their own mark 

to the “INSTANT BUY” trigger.

OPTION TWO
DUAL USE ICON WITH ENLARGED BRAND SPACE



The Dynamic Shutter icon and 
dual lozenge overview 

The dual icon lozenge has been created to work 

with all our partners brands in a clean and simple 

way. Always on white and within either lozenge be 

it horizontal or vertical. It is also important that 

when placing your brand within the lozenge that 

you do this strictly within the guidelines given, so 

your brand and the dynamic shutter icon has room 

to breathe.

Please choose the appropriate shape of lozenge 

according to the shape of your brand mark.  



The horizontal dual icon 
lozenge

This has been created for brands who have a logo 

with more width.

OPTION 2 HORIZONTAL

X = The diameter of the inner white circle of the dynamic shutter icon lockup. 

All other measurements are in proportion to that.

The partner brand should always fall within point A and never deeper than point D.

Minimum size
We recommend that the minimum size of the roundel at the left hand side of the 

lozenge is never less than 15mm.

All size recommendations fall into proportion of the roundel diameter of 50mm.  

Minimum size of roundel 15mm



The dual  lozenge vertical

This has been created for brands who have a 

small iconic logo like Nike and need to stand out 

within a contained space.

OPTION 2 VERTICAL

X X

X X

A

B

20mm

22mm

35mm

D

C

X = The diameter of the inner white circle of the Rezolve dynamic shutter icon lockup.

All other measurements are in proportion to that.

The partner brand should always fall within point C and never deeper than point D.

50mm



QUICK OVERVIEW
All these brand icons have the same outcome as when using the icon solo. The only difference is the addition of the lozenge holding 

a brands own visual identity whether vertical or horizontal. 





These icons have been created for brands who want to directly promote the

“INSTANT BENEFIT” along side their own brand.

The variant sizes are to help brands choose a preferred design for their own brand 

or marketing environment.

OPTION THREE
DUAL USE ICON PROMOTING PRIMARY INSTANT BENEFIT



ALTERNATIVE DUAL ICON LOZENGE FOR 
HORIZONTAL USAGE

This has been created for brands who want to 

focus on the instant transaction benefit but 

prefer a horizontal usage within their brand or  

marketing environment. 

OPTION THREE:  HORIZONTAL

X = The diameter of the inner white circle of the Rezolve dynamic shutter icon lockup

All other measurements are in proportion to that.

The partner brand should always fall within point C and never deeper than point D. 



OPTION THREE: VERTICAL ALTERNATIVE DUAL ICON LOZENGE USAGE 
VERTICAL

X = The diameter of the inner white circle of the Rezolve dynamic shutter icon lockup.

All other measurements are in proportion to that.

The partner brand should always fall within point C and never deeper than 14mm.



QUICK OVERVIEW



These QR icons have been created for brands who want add their own brand mark

or use the solo ”INSTANT LOZENGE”.

OPTION FOUR
QR INSTANT TRIGGERS FOR SOLO OR DUAL USAGE



WHEN TO USE A QR TRIGGER

The QR trigger has been created for brands who 

live in countries that have no prejudice against 

the QR code and associating this iconography 

with their brand.

OPTION 4: SOLO OR DUAL BRAND USAGE

X = The exclusion zone and is the diameter of the roundel of the Rezolve dynamic 

shutter icon lockup. All other measurements are in proportion to that.  

We recommend that the minimum size of the QR is never less than 25mm.



QUICK OVERVIEW



Generic positioning of icon
Using the solo icon as an example in most cases



Icon and singular brand with correct usage of 

exclusion zone

Icon and singular brand with incorrect usage of 

exclusion zone



We recommend that whenever the icon is used 

within an advertisement, that its position is 

always within image either bottom right when 

applying on the right hand page of the page or 

the bottom left when applying to the left hand of 

the page.

The icon or lozenge positioning on page

Right hand page when the image is full length

Left hand page when the image is full length 

POSITIONG THE ICON ON THE PAGE 



We recommend that whenever the dual lozenge  

is used within an ad, that its position is always in 

the image either bottom right when applying on 

the right hand page of the page or bottom left 

when applying to the left hand of the page.

The dual lozenge positioning on the 
page

Right hand page when the image is full length

Left hand page when the image is full length 

POSTIONING THE LOZENGE 



Horizontal dual icon with correct usage of exclusion zone



Dual icon with correct usage of exclusion zone



We recommend until the icon becomes recognized 

that you place it on the image as in the examples 

shown. If however you would prefer to apply the icon 

or lozenge away from the photographic image, we 

would suggest the following example below.

The fastest running shoe on 

the planet is available here 

Right hand side and bottom of the image

The fastest running shoe on the 

planet is available here 

The dynamic icon positioning on poster
POSTER SITES



There really is only one place for the Audio 

Recognition roundel. The bottom right hand 

corner within the guidelines given. 

At your discretion and for added interaction we 

suggest you also run a scrolling message, 

positioned as suggested under the illustration.

Audio Recognition Active Roundel Icon 

AUDIO RECOGNITION ACTIVE

You can purchase or get further information from this ad by downloading 
the brands app and following the instructions

You can purchase or get further information from this ad by 
downloading THE BANK OF REZOLVE APP and following the 

instructions

AUDIO DISPLAY



How to set up any of the image 
recognition watermarks and audio marks

You can purchase or get further information from this ad by down 
loading THE BANK OF REZOLVE APP and following the instructions



The Rezolve and primary brand 
relationship for point of sale instore

Please note these are our own working 
examples which any brand is welcome to use.









The Rezolve and primary brand 
relationship within the app



Introduce both primary brand and Rezolve

Subtly introduce the shop beautiful 

concept via consumer benefit copy

Create a universal “call to action” out of app

Introducing the Rezolve elements in app

A link that always takes you to the benefits of

instant shopping via Rezolve enabled technology

Dynamic intro page when the brand app is launched. Gives short but 

succinct rationale on the benefits of being Rezolve enabled. 



The icon or explainer options when 
associating your brand with Rezolve as a 

title to your app    
rezolve enabled

It is the primary brands choice whether they choose to associate 

their brand directly with Rezolve inside their app. A direct association is 

shown in figure “A”. 

The alternative is no association within the header and to rely on 

the “instant buy” swipe when making the choice to purchase as seen

on the following page.



rezolve enabled



Using the swipe to buy lozenge


